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ON BLACK
We hear the sound of a PLANE MODEL MOTOR in high pitch, full
speed, mixed with the TIC-TAC of a clock.
FADE FROM BLACK
EXT. WASHINGTON / PARK - DAY
A golden toy plane flies over a park, the props spinning at
full speed. A clock in the nose, ticking. A small green light
in the center of the clock. The weather is cold but the day
is sunny. It's Sunday and the park is full of people.
The plane flies really fast, performing acrobatics, twists
and sudden turns. The toy plane avoids several persons,
passes through a dog's legs, flies under a fountain water
stream. The plane is beautiful and it reflects the light with
shiny golden sparks.
V.O. WOMAN
It's the Toy Plane!
INT. PLANE COCKPIT - DAY - VFX
The inside of the plane is full of small screens in green and
blue colors. The sound is very loud here, specially the TICTAC. The screens are tracking all objects that its little
cameras can see.
There's a photo of a little smiling boy on one of the
screens. Another screen focus on live footage of a little
boy, very similar to the photo. All the face is scanned and
tracked and then a green light turns on and a message fills
the screen in Japanese.
SUBTITLE: "Locked"
EXT. WASHINGTON / PARK - DAY
The toy plane performs a last twist and goes right into the
boy's hand who jumps to catch it. The boy is excited and
laughing. He throws the plane again, and the plane goes up
into the air.
NARRATOR
This last Christmas, Japan hit the
world with the amazing Toy Plane.
EXT. SKY - DAY
The plane gains height and flies gracefully against a
wonderful blue sky. More planes come into view...

2.

at first it's just a couple more, then some dozens, and
finally hundreds of little toy planes fly everywhere from
here to there, every one of them looking for its owner.
The clock in our toy plane is one minute to 12:00. The toy
plane flies down again, turning like a twister.
NARRATOR
All the world was enchanted with
this new technology.
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